
 
 

October 2014- February 2015 Community Outreach Meetings Phase 2 
Almaden Expressway Comments 

 
From October 2014 to February 2015, community outreach meetings were held throughout Santa Clara 
County to provide planning updates for the Expressway Plan 2040.  Each meeting featured the 
expressway(s) located within the host city.  A community meeting was held on Thursday, February 12, 
2015, 6:30 pm at the Almaden Community Center, 6445 Camden Avenue, San Jose.  

The following comments are a compilation of post-it notes and comment cards related to Almaden 
Expressway collected from this meeting. 

 

Almaden Expressway and Blossom Hill Road Alternative 3- Grade Separation-SPUI 

1. Yes, full grade separate. Rank # 1 of 3 [alternatives]. Use earmarks, or BAAQMD CMAQ, or other 
congestion GHG reduction grants.  

2. People going west bound are making a mess but what about access to businesses Won’t they all 
be at the single intersection for access? Costco, Whole Foods. Big speed humps, crosswalks have 
right of way. Backs up traffic at shopping centers.  

Almaden Expressway and Blossom Hill Road Alternative 2- Flyover 

1. Issue on Almaden as vehicles go to 85. Issue with vehicles trying to enter northeast gas station.  
2. Grade separate Almaden & Blossom Hill Road. Make full interchanges for Almaden and 85. Do 

NOT have an 85 off-ramp share roadway with shopping center entrance/exit.  

General Comments 

1. Don’t even think about putting in any more carpool lanes! 
2. Need solution for traffic jam existing 85N to Almaden Expressway. Signal lights on Almaden 

Expressways needs to be synchronized all the time. Please do all improvements on Almaden 
Expressway while maintaining the beautiful landscape 

3. Need solution to flow more vehicular traffic off NB 85 onto Almaden. Consider a pork chop at 
bottom, or flare out for right tuners. Terrible 60-70 mph accidents occur on NB 85 when SR 87 
SB traffic merges with NB 85 and weaving traffic to #4 lane off-ramp when traffic is backed 
up/stopped on off-ramp. 

4. Need to include public transportation in simulations. An elevated or tunneled light rail, along 
Lawrence in particular, will greatly alleviate traffic. 

5. Can you get Caltrans to alter the north-bound SR-85 off-ramp to Almaden Expressway?  (Sign 
which says “No Turn on Red”) Alter it to say equivalent of something to “except after 8pm” or 
limit it to “commute hours”. 

6. Like most of us here, I am concerned about the future of Almaden Expressway.  This road 
possesses significant challenges, and I do not think those challenges have been addressed in the 
planning.   

7. Between Branham Lane and Coleman Road, Almaden Expressway carried two distinct types of 
traffic.  There is substantial volume of through traffic, headed for downtown San Jose and for 
Highway 85, north and south.  There is also a substantial volume of local traffic, local for the 
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Valley Water District, Costco, McDonald’s and soon Bass Pro.  Today those traffic flows twist and 
weave and merge, sometimes complicated by pedestrians crossing from Hoffman/Via Monte 
neighborhood.  This confusion is only going to get worse as Blossom Hill Road is developed into 
a “Main Street” as defined by Envision 2040.   

8. The traffic problems posed at the Blossom Hill node resemble those where Lawrence 
Expressway meets El Camino Real, but because the local traffic is more significant on Almaden 
than Lawrence Expressway, the solution will be more complex.  At a minimum, one or more 
grade separations will be needed.  Ideally, Santa Clara County should find a way to substantially 
separate the through traffic from the local traffic between Branham and Coleman. 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Comments 

1. Ped walkways all along the Expressway 
2. Place pork shops for smooth, less GHG, safer and more workable, safer right turns at 

intersections.  No regression to 1930s & 1940 with square corners. Corners are more dangerous 
& polluting at heavy vehicular streets and expressway traffic intersections. 

3. Square corner @ Via Valiente will not work (it will make an intolerable situation worse @ school 
(Greystone, Bret Harte, and Leland H.S.) times.  

4. Do pedestrian bridges at the Blossom thru Branham intersections. 
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